Improvement of contact resistance in transparent thin film transistor by applying an Al/SWCNTs bilayer as electrodes
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ABSTRACT

Contact resistance has an important effect on the electrical characteristics of the thin film transistor (TFT). In the solution process, we present a study on the improvement of contact resistance between the single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and indium oxide (In2O3). In order to reduce the high carrier injection barrier for SWCNTs, aluminum (Al) was deposited as a contact layer between the SWCNTs and In2O3 films. Integrated device consisting of Al/SWCNT bilayers, In2O3 and hafnium oxide (HfO2) as source and drain electrodes, channel layers and gate insulator, respectively, were fabricated on indium tin oxide (ITO) glass, bottom gate, structure. The threshold voltage of 0.53 V, sub-threshold swing of 0.39 Vdec-1, field-effect mobility of 3.18 cm2 V-1 s-1 and Ion / Ioff ratio of ~106 were obtained. Furthermore, a transmittance of 69.82% was obtained.
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1 BACK GROUND

SWCNTs show excellent heat transfer characteristics and the elastic strength, electrical and optical properties.[1-5] Due to these characteristics, SWCNTs have been studied as an alternative with which could replace indium-tin-oxide (ITO).[6,7] Because of the asymmetry of molecules, SWCNTs have various bandgaps so that they show metal as well as semiconductor characteristic. However, it is difficult to separate the metallic and the semi-conducting SWCNTs. Also, the high contact resistance at the interface between SWCNTs and the channel causes loss of carrier mobility and of electrical properties of device. In order to preserve the excellent performance of device, it is essential to make the contact resistance lower.[8,9]

In this study, we fabricated the Al/SWCNT bilayer electrodes and applied this structure to fabricated transparent thin film transistor (TTFT) for reducing the contact resistance. HfO2 film as a gate insulator was deposited on ITO glass by atomic layer deposition (ALD) and In2O3 was spin-coated on it as channel layer. 7 nm-thick Al films were thermally deposited and the SWCNTs were spray-coated on channel to form bilayer electrodes and to complete TTFT. To evaluate the contact resistance between the In2O3 channel and the SWCNTs electrodes, Transmission Line Method (TLM) was applied. Furthermore, optical property was measured by ultraviolet-visible- near infrared spectrophotometer.

2 CURRENT RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows schematic illustrations of TFTs with SWCNTs electrodes and 7 nm-thick Al/SWCNTs bilayer electrodes.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustrations of the bottom gate top contact TFT structures with (a) SWCNTs electrodes and (b) 7 nm-thick Al/SWCNTs bilayer electrodes.

ITO glass substrate was washed using acetone, isopropyl alcohol and deionized water, respectively. For the HfO2 gate insulator layer, the HfO2 film was deposited by commercial ALD chamber (NCD Co., Lucida M100-PL). HfCl4 precursors were evaporated at 170 °C and the delivery lines were heated to 15 °C to prevent the Hf precursor condensation. Precursor vapor was brought into the reaction chamber by Ar carrier gas. Ar gas was also used to purge superfluous of gas molecules and byproducts between each precursor and reactant exposure step. Substrate temperature was retained at 250 °C. For the In2O3 channel layer, 0.1 M of indium nitrate hydrate [In(NO3)3-3xH2O] was dissolved in deionized water. The In2O3 solution was stirred for 1 day, and filtered through polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) syringe filters before spin-coating. The In2O3 solution on the HfO2 gate insulator layer was spin-coated at 3000 rpm for 20 sec and annealed at 250 °C.[10] For the Al/SWCNTs bilayer source and drain
electrodes, Al was deposited by evaporator and the film thicknesses were 7 nm. The SWCNTs were provided from Nano Solution Co. Ltd. (SA-210). To prevent aggregation, SWCNTs were dispersed in SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate) surfactant and deionized water. The SWCNTs were spray-coated on Al contact layer at 115.5 °C. After then, surfactant was removed using deionized water for 5 min. Finally, source and drain electrodes were patterned by using photo-lithography and lift-off process. The thicknesses of the HfO$_2$, In$_2$O$_3$, Al, and SWCNTs layers were 50, 15, 7, and 100 nm, respectively. The contact properties of SWCNTs electrodes and 7 nm-thick Al/SWCNTs bilayer electrodes shown in Fig. 3 were estimated by using the TLM. The TLM patterns were defined as channel length was changed from 50 to 250 µm and channel width was defined as 400 µm. And then, gate voltage varied from 5 to 20 V. The contact resistance (R$_C$W) value for SWCNTs-electrode TFT was indicated at 429.3 KΩ to 2.29 MΩ with various gate voltages from 5 to 20 V in Fig 3(a). And the R$_C$W value for 7 nm-thick Al/SWCNTs bilayer TFT was indicated at 59.3 to 481.4 KΩ in Fig 3(b). 7 nm-thick Al/SWCNTs bilayer-electrode TFT was lower R$_C$W than that of SWCNTs-electrodes TFT because Al contact layer reduced the contact resistance between SWCNT electrodes and In$_2$O$_3$ channel layer.

\[ I_{DS} = \left( \frac{C_W \mu_e}{2L} \right) (V_{GS} - V_{th})^2 \]  

(1)
\[
S = \left[ \frac{d(\log_{10} I_{DS})}{dV_{GS}} \right]^{-1}
\]

From transfer curve, the SWCNTs-electrode TFT with drain voltage \((V_D)\) of 5 V has threshold voltage of 0.81 V, sub-threshold swing of 0.68 Vdec\(^{-1}\), field-effect mobility of 1.73 cm\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) and \(I_{on} / I_{off}\) ratio of \(\sim 10^5\). The 7 nm-thick Al/SWCNTs bilayer-electrode TFT with drain voltage \((V_D)\) of 5 V has threshold voltage of 0.53 V, sub-threshold swing of 0.39 Vdec\(^{-1}\), field-effect mobility of 3.18 cm\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) and \(I_{on} / I_{off}\) ratio of \(\sim 10^6\).

Figure 4: Electrical characteristics of TFTs. (a) Transfer curves of SWCNTs (black line) and 7 nm-thick Al/SWCNTs bilayer (blue line)-electrode TFT. (b) Output curves of SWCNTs (dashed line) and 7 nm-thick of Al/SWCNTs bilayer (solid line)-electrode TFT with \(V_{GS} = 0\) to 8 V.

Figure 5 shows optical transmittance spectra 7 nm-thick of Al/SWCNTs bilayer-electrode TFT in visible range at 550 nm. The optical transparency was evaluated by ultraviolet-visible-near infrared (UV-vis-NIR, V-650, JASCO) spectrophotometer. The transmittances were obtained 69.82% at 550 nm and 73.62% at an average of 350 to 780 nm.

In summary, we have reported transparent metal oxide TFT with 20 µm channel length and 7 nm-thick Al/SWCNTs bilayer-electrodes. High contact resistance of SWCNT induces carrier injection barrier, so that carrier hardly injects from electrode to semiconductor. Further, small contact area between SWCNTs disturbs the movement of carriers from electrodes to the channel. Al contact layer improves device performance of SWCNTs electrode TFT. The expansion on contact area of the electrode and inducement of ohmic contact between electrode and semiconductor make the contact resistance decrease by lowering the electron injection barrier in order for the carrier to move smoothly. The device performance exhibits excellent properties for a TFT with the 7 nm-thick Al/SWCNTs bilayer as a transparent electrodes.
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